Appreciative
Learning

and Development Management
Broaden the vision, deepen the root

Introduction

APPRECIATIVE LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT (ALDM)
Appreciative Learning and
Development Management (ALDM)
is a learning and development
organization founded on positive
principles, methodologies and
experiences to support human
being to find and create a
strength based and common
good society, organization, family
and individuals. Established
in June 2008, it believes that
positive inquiry, common good
values and human friendly
spiritual cores are the bases of
social innovations, integrity, coexistence, interfaith and holistic
development of human being. It is
the first organization of this type
established and active in Nepal.
ALDM has several experiences
and expertise in Appreciative
Inquiry (AI), Appreciative
Leadership and Development
Visioning, Training, Workshop

and Conference Design
and Delivery, Articles and
Books Publication, Conflict
Transformation and
Peace Building, Personal
Transformation, Spiritual
Wisdom, Research, Participatory
Planning and Development,
Project Management, Monitoring
and Evaluation, Human Value
Based Education and Human
Resource Management conducted
in development, academic and
business organizations nationally
and internationally. Additionally,
ALDM has earned a fabulous
experience by being one of
the associate partners of the
4th World Appreciative Inquiry
Conference held at Kathmandu
in November 2009. It has also
participated and presented
a paper in the 5th World AI
Conference in April 2012 held at
Ghent, Belgium.

“Where appreciation is alive and generations are reconnected
through inquiry, hope grows and family expands”
—David Cooperrider
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VISION

MISSION

ALDM’s vision is to inspire every
human being of the planet to
utilize their ‘full potentials’ and
‘life-giving forces’ and connect
them to transform the society
in an equitable, peaceful and
prosperous manner where
everyone can engage and share
their values, hopes and aspirations
with respect and dignity.

ALDM’s mission is to create and
foster a positive movement for the
holistic development of human
being by enabling individual, family,
community and organizations to
discover, dream, design and deliver
their aspirations, strengths, positive
cores, spiritual wisdom and global
good values with commitments and
integrity.

VALUES
Love, Peace, Truth, Wisdom,
Integrity, Justice, Co-existence,
Service, Devotion, and
Contentment are the ten universal
values of ALDM for the global
good of entire humanity.
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ALDM Brand

ALDM has unique brand to change the society,
organization and individuals.
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"May everyone be happy and healthy,
Happiness should be for the welfare of all,
Nobody should come across any type of misery"
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Founder of ALDM

Dr. Chandi P. Chapagain, having several years of multidisciplinary
experience and the first person in Nepal to receive a PhD in
Appreciative Inquiry from US, is the founder of ALDM. Currently
he is the Managing Director of ALDM. Beginning his career from
a teacher at the outset for few years, later he worked over 20
years in INGOs started from Makalu-Barun Conservation Project,
later with CARE and Plan International Nepal.

“Appreciative Inquiry is a thought
provoking positive science for the search
of best in development, business,
education and spiritual sector. It is
characterized by generative, constructive
and transformative principles, theories
and practices”.
— Chandi

You, an expert of Human Value Based Education
A pioneer of Appreciative Inquiry
I'll remember you whenever it rains or the sun shines
You are the shelter for all in the form of umbrella
You, the one who opens inner power and awakens the world religion
You, the common relative of entire human kind
I met countless of men, sometimes warm and cool for the other
Warm is Dr. Chandi forever
— Kumar Negi, PEACE Nepal
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New Innovations
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Every Day Norms to Positive Mind-set
Positive Theory of Human Capacity Building
Logical Steps of Positive Thought for Societal Transformation
The Four ‘E’ (Elucidation, Envision, Encouragement and
Enlightenment) Leadership Model of Appreciative Inquiry
Ripple Effect of Positive Thought's Relationship
The Principle of Spiritual Inquiry
The Spiritual Inquiry Action Cycle
Global Good Values
Human Value Based Education with a New Publication
Convergence of Positivity with Spiritual Wisdom, Development
and Science (origin as a new science)

"Chandi, you are simple, gentle and one to speak respecting the others!"
"You are Nepali Shiva Khera. We are proud of you that you are here in Nepal,
please give more to Nepal. Thank you for your perfect training / teaching/ sharing".
— Hajindra Sapkota, Oxfam
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Our Publication

Appreciative Learning and Development Management – ALDM
Nepal has published four books as below:

APPRECIATIVE INQUIRY TO SPIRITUAL WISDOM

(Generative Potentials of Appreciative Inquiry)

"This book Appreciative Inquiry to Spiritual Wisdom provides
a great overview for anyone interested in how the philosophy
and practice of Appreciative Inquiry and Spiritual Wisdom can
be applied to human capacity building and global development
– with a clear reminder that to be effective one must embody
an ethical, spiritual and appreciative life".
— Diana Whitney,
PhD, President, Corporation for Positive Change, NC 27516, USA

"This book to me is a
plethora of knowledge well
inked to explain the most
difficult issues in a lucid, clear,
simple and comprehensible
way. Being first of its kind, the

book presents up-to-date information
on the subject matter, but is not limited
to relevant cases and examples. It
is a serene and simple literature and
its simplicity will appeal to people
high-spirited to the subject concerned.
Furthermore, I firmly believe that this
book will be an invaluable asset to any
academic institutions, development
organizations, any library and a stock of
applied knowledge".

— Prof. Dr. Govinda P. Acharya
Prof. Dr. Govinda P. Acharya, Former Dean,
Management, Tribhuvan University launching
the book "Appreciative Inquiry to Spiritual
Wisdom".
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Appreciative Inquiry ( ;sf/fTds ;f]wvf]h ) was the technique
discussed in Mountain Development International Conference
in Peru, 1993. So far I was concerned then; it was a method
to attract one towards light of positivity not the darkness of
negativity as a sunflower goes towards the Sun. This book
has succeeded in showing how well Appreciative Inquiry got
developed in course of 18/19 years’ of time. Sayings from
Napoleon, Slok from Gita, Gandhi’s quote, Osho’s lessons and Bernard Shaw’s
quotations adorned in the book are praiseworthy. Even catchy poems are included
in some places. We find the use of ample of story, tales, real events, metaphor and
examples as to make the discourse of Appreciative Inquiry interesting.

— Dr. Tirtha Bahadur Shrestha, Life Member, Nepal Pragya Pratishthan

HUMAN VALUE BASED EDUCATION

Cultural Expert Dr. Satya Mohan Joshi, a legendry person who has owned
the famous prize "Madan Puraskar" for three times in his life is releasing
the book "dfgj d"Nodf cfwfl/t lzIff" (Human Value Based Education in 21 April
2012 ). During the launching ceremony, Dr. Chintamani Yogi and many more
scholars, professors, principals and spiritual leaders were presented.
"To become a complete human being, we need to acquire knowledge
of morality and higher spirituality along with physical science. Moral and
spiritual education should be given to the students as per their age and
learning capacity. For this, this book is rather useful. It is readable for
all the students, teachers, scholars, spiritual thinkers equally. I want to
congratulate Dr. Chandi P. Chapagain, the creator of such work".

— Rastra Kavi Madhav Ghimire
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In the same occasion, Bhubaneshwori
Rao Principal of DAV school launched
the book "Kusum's Garden of Poetry", a
prolific anthology consisting 100 poems
encompassing different dimension of
human life. ( Poet Kusum Chapagain with
Ms. Bhubaneshwori Rao)

"Tears rolled down my eyes to go through her refined and
heart rendering poems. How my girl could develop such a
fine understanding of life and how she penned her feelings
with extreme maturity".

— Ms. Bhubaneswari Rao, Principal of DAV School

Every poem to delight you
Every poem to inspire you
Every poem to entertain you
Every poem just for you
— Kusum Chapagain
Writer, Dr. Chapagain addressing the book launch closing ceromoney

'Value-based education is supernatural education that seeks the
quality of whole uplifting humanity above what education can'.

'Value has a value only if its value is valued'
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Our Services
TRAINING
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Appreciative Leadership and
Development Visioning (ALDV)
Human Value Based Education
Appreciative Leadership and
Organization Development (ALOD)
Positivity, Spiritual Wisdom and Holistic
Health
Conflict Transformation and Peace
Building
Positivity and Spiritual Wisdom for
Environmental Conservation
Advocacy for Business Promotion
Motivation and Stress Management
Appreciative Monitoring and Evaluation
Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation
Human Resource Management (HRM)
Training of Trainers (ToT)
Project Proposal Writing
Project Management

OTHERS
u

u

u

u

u

Research, Project
Design, Planning,
Monitoring and Impact
Evaluation
Design and
Facilitation of Training,
Workshops, Summit
and Conference
Training of Trainers
Module, Curriculum
Design, Learning
Cycle and Pedagogical
Application
Translation (English to
Nepali and Vice Versa)
Writing and
Publication

"Chandi, you are one to train well
Man of positive thinking, you are Brihaspati
We'd like to become your disciple, ready to spread knowledge
Spreading the light of knowledge, we bring change in the community"

— Bishnu Gotame, Oxfam

" In fact, I always feel like appreciating our trainer Dr. Chandi Pd.
Chapagain's open heart, open presentation who presents things in a very
subtle way. Hope to see you again!"

— Rajan Kumar Mainali - Plan Nepal, Rautahat
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Some Experience of ALDM

"Cheerful nature, one who makes time flow unnoticed, who reaches the depth of heart,
who, leads to the truth in between the entertainment, who inspires others, being a
crutch for all tired"

— Prem Prasad Dhital, WVI in ALDV Training at Lotus Convention Center

Program and Documentation Officer of ALDM,
Dharma Raj Khadka Doing Office Work

Unfolding Positive Potentials in Conflict and
Negotiation Process, Nepal Telecom, Oct 2012

Positive Attitude and Behavior for Success at CTI, ADB, Bode
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Manageing Director of ALDM Dr. Chandi P. Chapagain presenting a paper in the
Fifth World Appreciative Inquiry Conference, Belgium, 25-28 April 2012.

Fifth World Appreciative Inquiry Conference, Belgium at a glance

ALDV Training at Narayani Complex
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Appreciative Leadership and Organization Development in Mountain Spirit

Strategic Planning through Appreciative Inquiry for NHRC

Monitoring & Evaluation Through AI at SAHAMATI, Gaidakot
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Forth World Appreciative Inquiry Conference at Soltee Hotel, Kathmandu

Training on Advocacay Through Appreciative
Inquiry for FEDWASUN supported by UNICEF

ALDV Training for Chitwan DDC

AI for Enhancing Human Capacities and Leadership Skills, WVI – Jumla
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We are made wise not by the
recollection of our past, but by the
responsibility of our future
— G.B. Shaw

Positivity and Value Based Learning at the Orientataion Program of Pentagon Int. College

"Let noble thoughts come to us from every side" Rig Veda

Honoring the guest resource person Dr. Yogi Bikasananda in ALDV training
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Thrilling inspiration and wisdom
There is no any good or bad day to initiate anything new and
good, everyday is great day for us, let's start the good action
right from today because every day is great day for us all ,
every day is our birth day, every day is January first, so
happy birth day and happy new year to you all.
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Appreciative Learning and Development Management (ALDM)
P.O.Box.: 26545, Tinkune, Subidhanagar, Kathmandu-35, Nepal
Tel.: +977-1-4484146 / 4488406
Email: aldmnepal@wlink.com.np, aldmnepal@gmail.com
Web: www.aldmnepal.org

